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ROTTNEST HOTEL, REDEVELOPMENT 

113. Mr R.F. JOHNSON to the Minister for Tourism:   
I refer the minister to his media statement dated 25 March, which reveals that the redevelopment of the Rottnest 
Hotel, scheduled to begin on Thursday, 1 April, has been terminated and that a consultancy group will take over 
the management of the hotel’s bar facilities.   

(1) Can the minister confirm that, as a result of this decision, the people of Western Australia will now 
have to pay more than $200 000 for urgent repairs to a building that was set to be demolished and 
rebuilt at private expense?   

(2) Will the minister inform the House of the cost, estimated at $500 000, of employing the accounting firm 
now acting as consultants for the Rottnest Island Authority to manage the bar until a new tender process 
is completed?   

(3) With no new lease on the hotel site, is the minister aware that the cash-strapped Rottnest Island 
Authority will now lose approximately $250 000 in rental income each year?   

Mr R.C. KUCERA replied: 
(1)-(3) It is interesting that obviously no research at all has been done by the opposition spokesperson for 

tourism.  He relies very much on newspaper articles.  One of the great dangers in doing that is that 
newspaper articles often contain only what the reporter wants to say; they do not always contain the true 
or clear position.  A matter of public interest on this issue will be moved after question time, so I will be 
very succinct.   

First, the proposal that was put to the Rottnest Island board before the appointment of a task force was 
not a proposal to redevelop the hotel.  The proposal was to demolish one portion of the hotel and put a 
tavern in its place, leaving the heritage-listed Quokka Arms, the rest of the accommodation and the rest 
of the hotel to sit there.  Essentially, the drinking part of the hotel was to be separated from the 
accommodation part and the rest of the services that are currently supplied by the Quokka Arms hotel.  
That was put up as a proposal, and a proposal only.  The group that was the preferred proponent 
received a letter from the Rottnest Island Authority and I am happy to quote from it.  I was going to 
table it during the MPI, but I am happy to table it now if it is required.  It states - 

I am pleased to advise that the Rottnest Island Authority Hotel Development Steering Group 
has completed its assessment of the responses to the Request for Proposal . . .  

It was a request for proposal, not a contract, an agreement or a tender.  In fact, that was pointed out in 
January in The Australian Financial Review, and I will come back to that in a moment.  It continues -   

I am pleased to advise that Mell-Fin Securities Pty Ltd has been selected as the preferred 
proponent.   

This is the important part -  

It is important to note at this point the terms of the RFP.  At clause 8.1 (see also clause 5.4) 
please note the following condition:   

“The RIA reserves the right to:   

 Cease negotiating with the preferred proponent if these negotiations 
do not proceed to the RIA’s satisfaction; and  

 Cease negotiating with the preferred proponent without having 
concluded any lease (or associated transaction)”.  

That was reported in The Australian Financial Review of 21 January, interestingly, by the same reporter 
who last week wrote the articles in The West Australian.  It is reported somewhat differently in The 
Australian Financial Review, and I quote -  

“The Mel-Fin proposal still stands during this hold on negotiations.”   

Mr Kucera’s move is the latest development . . .  

It further states - 

Mel-Fin director John Rex said yesterday he hoped his company was still the preferred 
tenderer, but he accepted there were no guarantees now that the matter had been referred to a 
taskforce.  
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The advice I have been clearly given and confirmed last week and this week by the State Solicitor’s 
Office is that there is no exposure to legal action.  If the proponents wish to take action against the 
Government, that is entirely up to them.  How many unsuccessful proponents see the Government as a 
cash cow?  As for the development - 

Mr P.D. Omodei interjected.  

The SPEAKER:  Order, member!   

Mr R.C. KUCERA:  I refer to implementing a management process.  On 1 April, the current management of the 
hotel was to lapse.  It is simply good sense to make sure the hotel can continue to operate.  Furthermore, all the 
cash flow from the hotel will flow back to the Rottnest Island Authority during that period rather than go to a 
private operator.  With regard to the cost to the hotel, at long last we are starting to draw a line in the sand - 
excuse the pun - at Rottnest and getting things back on track.  

I suggest to the member for Hillarys that, rather than visit the island for half an hour, which I think he has done 
twice in the past five years, he go there, as I do, and talk to the people who are responsible for the operation of 
the island to confirm that at long last a Government is putting the island back on a sound financial footing.  

Point of Order 

Mr R.F. JOHNSON:  I ask that the minister be directed to table the documentation from which he quoted.  

The SPEAKER:  I direct that the documents be tabled.  

Mr R.C. KUCERA:  I am happy to table them.  

[See papers Nos 2234 and 2235.] 
 


